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Swiss watchmaker Tag Heuer is welcoming Canadian actor and Academy Award-nominee Ryan Gosling to its star-
studded ambassador lineup.

It is  the first brand ambassador deal for the versatile actor, known for his work in films including La La Land, Drive,
Blue Valentine and The Notebook. Mr. Gosling collaborated with acclaimed photographer Pari Dukovic for his first
Tag Heuer campaign, featuring the Carrera Three Hands timepiece.

"We are thrilled to announce Ryan Gosling as Tag Heuer global ambassador, for his first ever brand partnership,"
said Frdric Arnault, CEO at Tag Heuer, in a statement.

"A star since his early days, he has grown to become an icon one both enigmatic and inscrutable," he said. "He is a
true artist who chooses his projects with utmost care and dedicates himself to them like no other, not only shaping
his character but the entire creative direction."

Racing icon
The Tag Heuer Carrera Three Hands collection reflects the house's motor racing heritage, as the Carrera
chronograph was introduced in 1963 as a minimalist way for drivers to easily tell the time. Four versions are
included in the new collection.

Tag Heuer's racing history is another connection between the brand and Mr. Gosling, described by the watchmaker
as "the heir apparent to the legendary Steve McQueen" for his acting talent as well as his passion for racing and
stuntwork. The late actor was known to wear a Tag Heuer Monaco.

"The movie Drive represents the strongest link with who we are today, and we are excited about the creative projects
we have together [with Mr. Gosling]," Mr. Arnault said.
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The watchmaker has  introduced new Carrera Three Hands  timepieces . Image courtesy of Tag Heuer

The new campaign, shot by Mr. Dukovic, has vibrant streaks of red, blue and purple contrasting against a dark blue
and black background. Along with Tag Heuer timepieces, Mr. Gosling wears a timeless leather jacket.

The campaign's retro, neon-inspired aesthetic vaguely recalls the color palette of 2011's Drive, which established Mr.
Gosling as a 21st century leading man.

"Ryan said he wanted to do something completely different," Mr. Dukovic said in a statement. "Color has emotion
and it's  completely unexpected.

"In creating these portraits, it was about creating something timeless and timely at the same time," he said. "Tag
Heuer's watches have a timeless quality to them and that's exactly what we wanted to do with the campaign."

The actor, a two-time Oscar nominee, typically maintains a private persona and has shied away from endorsements
before establishing this partnership with Tag Heuer.
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This is the first brand campaign for Ryan Gosling

"Tag Heuer has quietly and consistently been a classic and iconic pillar of excellence in its field for over 160
years," Mr. Gosling said in a statement.

"Partnering with them was an easy decision and time, in general, is  just something I think a lot about now," he said.
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"My kids are growing up fast so I keep an eye on the clock in a way I never used to."

Other current Tag Heuer ambassadors include tennis champion Naomi Osaka, actor Patrick Dempsey, Olympic
champion Sydney McLaughlin and NBA All-Star Jimmy Butler (see story).
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